What Makes Blendtec the Best?
Blendtec blenders are built to the highest standards, making them the most advanced
blenders you can buy.

EASY CLEAN JAR

Gives you a perfectly smooth blend, every
time.
Our patented, five-sided jar design
automatically pulls ingredients toward the
blade thanks to the unique square design
that disrupts the blending flow. Instead of
ingredients spinning around in a circle like
they would in a round jar, they hit the flat side
of the jar. Inertia then carries the fruit, ice, and
anything else in the mix up the side of the jar
until they reach the top of the mix. At this
point, they turn around and head back down,
right into the business end of the blades. No
tamper needed.

DURABLE SAFETY BLADE

Stronger. Safer.
Blendtec blades are made of cold-forged
hardened steel and are up to 80% thicker and
10 times stronger than other blender blades.
They're also blunt instead of sharp. Why?
With a blade that spins over 300 miles per
hour, it doesn't need to be sharp to get the
job done. Instead of chipping away at ice and
frozen fruit with sharp edges, the large, blunt
design pulverizes virtually anything. And it’s
completely safe to clean, too.

SIMPLE TOUCH INTERFACE

Modern touch controls enable walkaway blending.
Blendtec blenders feature modern touch
controls that not only look great, but
make everything from blending to
cleanup easier than ever. No more babysitting your blender–create the perfect
blends every time with a single touch. The
sleek, flat design is also easy to clean.
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DURABLE DRIVE SOCKET
Never needs to be replaced.
The drive socket spins the blade, transferring
the power from the motor to the blade. When
you're dealing with a blender as powerful as
Blendtec, the drive socket needs to be
durable. Instead of relying on breakable
plastic parts to spin our blades, all Blendtec
blenders feature a hardened metal drive
socket. It never slips or needs to be replaced,
so it stands up to heavy use year after year.

ULTRA HIGH-SPEED MOTOR
Up for any task.
Blendtec blenders feature the industry's most
powerful motors, providing the same
commercial strength and quality you'd find in
your favorite smoothie shop or restaurant.
Our motors can blend even the toughest
ingredients, like ice, frozen fruit, and raw
veggies, to a perfectly smooth consistency
without skipping a beat.

